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Leadership PQ
2014

political intelligence pq is the capability to interact strategically in a world where business government and society share power to
shape the future pq is the new leadership frontier and this book will help you cross it

Leadership PQ
2014-03-03

iq and eq emotional intelligence are not enough creating profit growth and a better future for society is the new leadership challenge
in a shared power world no single organization is in control or can deliver alone leadership pq is for leaders working with multiple
stakeholders to achieve more together shortlisted for the cmi management book of the year 2014 15 leadership pq introduces a new
leadership requirement pq political intelligence that will allow governments and businesses to build relationships and work together
in a new and more effective way successful leaders have built the capability to interact strategically in a world where government and
business share power to shape the future leadership pq explains why political intelligence is now a critical leadership requirement
presents exclusive case studies and interview material to demonstrate the impact of pq in action and provides practical advice to on
how to develop it by effectively navigating the golden triangle of business government and society leadership pq is targeted at
business leaders at a multinational and local level leaders involved in public policy and delivery leaders of non profit organizations
executive teams and aspiring leaders in all sections while each sector features different challenges pq can give them greater reach
and impact

Estimating the Policy Position of Political Actors
2003-12-16

this book gives an up to date reference on the state of the art in this highly important methodological area which is central both to
theoretical models of party competition and to empirical accounts whether these are case studies or comparative analyses it looks at
subjects including tracking estimates of public opinion and party policy intentions in britain and the usa the policy space of party
manifestos and party platforms and voters perceptions its panel of respected contributors reviews the refinements which have been
made to established techniques as well as considering the potential and early successes of computer coding
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Models of Strategic Choice in Politics
1989

discusses the sophisticated application of game theory to the development of contemporary political theory

The Political Economy of Regionalism
2013-07-04

examining the effects of economic and political restructuring on regions in europe and north america the main themes here are
international economic restructuring political realignments questions of territorial identity and policy choices and policy conflicts in
regional development

How Political Parties Respond
2004-08-02

how political parties respond focuses specifically on the question of interest aggregation do parties today perform that function if so
how if not in what different ways do they seek to show themselves responsive to the electorate this fascinating book studies these
questions with reference to great britain france germany italy spain denmark norway sweden and canada a chapter on russia
demonstrates how newly powerful private interest groups and modern techniques of persuasion can work together to prevent effective
party response to popular interests in systems where the authoritarian tradition remains strong

Hearing on political speech on the Internet
2005

transforming provincial politics is the first province by province analysis of politics and political economy in more than a decade and
the first to directly examine the turn to neoliberal policies at the provincial and territorial level and examines how neoliberal policies
have affected politics in each jurisdiction in canada
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Transforming Provincial Politics
2015-01-01

the internet and social media may initially have been understood as just one more instrument politicians could employ to manage
without political parties however these media cannot be reduced to being a tool available solely to politicians the electronic media
make reinforcement of the glocalization of the public political sphere a process already set in motion with the advent of television and
they can develop the trend even further

Political Parties in the Digital Age
2015-07-01

group politics and social movements in canada second edition updates and expands its exploration of a wide range of organized group
and social movement activity in canadian politics particularly distinctive is the inclusion of quebec nationalism and aboriginal politics
many other areas of collective activity are also included the occupy movement and anti poverty organizing ethnocultural political
mobilization disability lesbian and gay politics feminism farmers and organized interests in agriculture christian evangelical groups
environment and health movements contributors to the collection employ a number of theoretical perspectives from political science
and sociology to describe the evolution of organized groups and movements and to evaluate successes in exercising influence on
canadian politics each chapter provides an overview of the group or movement along with an account of its main networks and
organizations strategies goals successes and failures

Group Politics and Social Movements in Canada
2014-01-01

an accurate and comprehensive study of the political aspects of fielding s art has been sorely needed as a result of decades of work by
literary scholars and a series of great historians such a study is finally possible this volume addresses that need and in the light of a
recent revival of interest in fielding s work it arrives most opportunely the author offers here a wide ranging focus and a firm grip on
the shifting complexities of fielding s political situations the loyalties and enmities factional alignments and fractious rhetoric that
allow a satisfactory understanding of fielding s political writing political writing in fielding s day as in ours was topical concerned with
evanescent problems and day to day needs that were familiar to contemporaries but that are now recaptured only with greatest
difficulty this study constitutes a thorough reconstruction of fielding s political context and extricates from the context fielding s own
political endeavours cleary s work will make many of felding s previously unstudied work accessible to students and scholars of
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eighteenth century english literature a necessary point of reference to both literary specialists and historians concerned with
eighteenth century england

Henry Fielding, Political Writer
1984-05-30

a leading political science professor provides scientific proof of media bias in this sure to be controversial book dr tim groseclose a
professor of political science and economics at ucla has spent years constructing precise quantitative measures of the slant of media
outlets he does this by measuring the political content of news as a way to measure the pq or political quotient of voters and
politicians among his conclusions are i all mainstream media outlets have a liberal bias and ii while some supposedly conservative
outlets such the washington times or fox news special report do lean right their conservative bias is less than the liberal bias of most
mainstream outlets groseclose contends that the general leftward bias of the media has shifted the pq of the average american by
about 20 points on a scale of 100 the difference between the current political views of the average american and the political views of
the average resident of orange county california or salt lake county utah with left turn readers can easily calculate their own pq to
decide for themselves if the bias exists this timely much needed study brings fact to this often overheated debate

PQ
1984

in quebec and scotland questions of constitutional change national identity and national grievance play an important role in the
electoral calculations of political parties and voters taking a strong stance on the national question can have strategic benefits both for
parties pushing for greater autonomy and for those endorsing the status quo in this in depth look at issue voting authors Éric bélanger
richard nadeau ailsa henderson and eve hepburn examine how the national question affects political parties and voter behaviour in
both substate nations through party manifestos interviews with legislators and opinion survey data this book demonstrates that calls
for constitutional change influence political debate competition voter choice and the outcome of elections not only within quebec and
scotland but also across canada and the united kingdom minority nationalist parties the authors show can gain support by claiming
ownership of issues with widespread public agreement such as self determination and protecting the identity and interests of the
nation a comprehensive analysis of recent electoral politics the national question and electoral politics in quebec and scotland greatly
enhances our understanding of the electoral impact of substate nationalism
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Left Turn
2011-07-19

presenting nine titles in the quest biography series that profiles prominent figures in canada s history in these books we explore
canada s rich political history through the fascinating lives of some of its most influential lives profiled are prime ministers john
diefenbaker john a macdonald william lyon mackenzie king and wilfrid laurier suffragette nellie mcclung and provincial leaders joey
smallwood maurice duplessis rené lévesque and james douglas includes james douglas joey smallwood john a macdonald john
diefenbaker maurice duplessis nellie mcclung réne lévesque wilfrid laurier william lyon mackenzie king

The National Question and Electoral Politics in Quebec and Scotland
2018-04-30

political handbook of the world annually provides up to date political information on all the world s countries in a balanced accurate
and comprehensive manner a singular and authoritative reference work for nearly 70 years each new volume builds on the research
and scholarship of previous editions offering rare insight into stories making headlines judiciously outlining contemporary conflicts
and analysing current foreign policy within the informed context of past events and decisions it is considered to be the single volume
reference work of choice for libraries diplomats academic faculties international corporations and others needing accurate timely
information

Canadian Political Bundle
2013-12-16

outstanding contributions by important names including mair pennings budge volkens and petry cutting edge material

Political Handbook of the World 1998
2016-02-01

this book explores the 2019 canadian federal election through a political marketing framework justin trudeau s leadership appeal
coupled with the differentiation of canadian politics from american politics over recent elections has contributed to a spike in interest
for politics in the canadian context this collection provides in depth quantitative and qualitative research of different aspects of this
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election including the attempted re branding of the conservative party under andrew scheer the marketing of the ndp with the
selection of the first visible minority party leader in canadian history the political marketing of the bloc québécois green party and
people s party and foremost perhaps the brand maintenance of trudeau and the liberal party of canada the book also looks at
campaign marketing and considers how the parties in this election utilized market intelligence consumer data and vote targeting and
wedge issues during the campaign

Estimating the Policy Position of Political Actors
2003-12-16

democracy and ethnic conflict addresses the problem of establishing durable democratic institutions in societies afflicted by ethnic
conflict while the holding of multi party elections usually plays a role in the ending of conflict consolidating democracy presents a
much larger challenge as does preventing the perversion of democracy through the dominance of a particular ethnic group

Political Marketing in the 2019 Canadian Federal Election
2020-09-16

the political handbook of the world provides timely thorough and accurate political information with more in depth coverage of
current political controversies than any other reference guide the updated 2015 edition will continue to be the most authoritative
source for finding complete facts and analysis on each country s governmental and political makeup compiling in one place more than
200 entries on countries and territories throughout the world this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and
minor political parties and groups in each political system it also provides names of key ambassadors and international memberships
of each country plus detailed profiles of more than 30 intergovernmental organizations and un agencies and this annual update
includes coverage of current events issues crises and controversies from the course of this year

Democracy and Ethnic Conflict
2004-03-31

in today s complex corporate world contemporary governance calls for a varied and versatile cognitive approach to problems
demanding times require nimble minds and rounded perspectives the authors research has identified five key leadership intelligences
the 5qs which high performing leaders need to simultaneously employ in order to achieve transformational change these are iq
cognitive intelligence eq emotional intelligence pq political intelligence rq resilience quotient and mq moral intelligence the 5qs come
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together to inform every aspect of leadership and each of them can in different ways be nurtured and practised through learning and
development andrew kakabadse and ali qassim jawad have tested the 5qs on leaders worldwide applying them at all levels of
leadership in order to explore the combinations of intelligences needed to become a well rounded effective leader in any situation

Political Handbook of the World 2015
2015-03-24

patrician liberal examines the life and career of a neglected figure in canadian history sir henri gustave joly de lotbinière this book
provides a detailed account of joly s political career as quebec premier cabinet minister in the laurier government and lieutenant
governor of british columbia as well as his public role as a french speaking protestant promoter of national unity a leading
spokesperson for the canadian forest conservation movement a quebec seigneur and father to a large and devoted family joly s life
serves as a prism through which author j i little elucidates important themes in quebec and canadian society economy politics and
culture during the victorian and edwardian eras as little reveals joly s story is particularly fascinating for how closely the conflicting
forces in his life religious cultural and social mirrored those of a canadian society straining to forge a cohesive and distinctive national
identity

Leadership Intelligence
2019-02-21

despite the recent proliferation of literature on nationalism and on social policy relatively little has been written to analyse the
possible interaction between the two scholars interested in social citizenship have indirectly dealt with the interaction between
national identity and social programs such as the british nhs but they have seldom examined this connection in reference to
nationalism specialists of nationalism rarely mention social policy focusing instead on language culture ethnicity and religion the main
objective of this book is to explore the nature of the connection between nationalism and social policy from a comparative and
historical perspective at the theoretical level this analysis will shed new light on a more general issue the relationships between
identity formation territorial politics and social policy although this book refers to the experience of many different countries the main
cases are three multinational states that is states featuring strong nationalist movements canada québec the united kingdom scotland
and belgium flanders the book looks at the interplay between nationalism and social policy at both the state and sub state levels
through a detailed comparison between these three cases in its concluding chapter the book brings in cases of mono national states i e
france germany sweden and the united states to provide broader comparative insight on the meshing of nationalism and social policy
the original theoretical framework for this research is built using insight from selected scholarship on nationalism and on the welfare
state
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Patrician Liberal
2013-12-06

what lay behind charles de gaulle s vive le québec libre speech in montreal on 24 july 1967 philippe rossillon s activities in new
brunswick belgium and africa and the sinking of greenpeace s rainbow warrior in new zealand in 1985 j f bosher argues that the
motivation behind all these incidents was a policy of underhanded imperial ambition on the part of france in the gaullist attack on
canada he contends that french nationalists have been at work behind the screen of harmless fraternising of international
francophonie in order to stimulate french revolutionary nationalism in quebec and elsewhere and that the gaullist ideology behind
these attempts rests on a set of myths about past events age old resentment of the english speaking nations and a deep rooted belief
in the superiority of france its language and its culture the gaullist attack on canada reveals a phase of french imperialism that poses a
threat to canadian confederation since the 1960s bosher argues de gaulle and his followers have conspired to stimulate quebec
separatism as part of their larger goal to revive france s role as a great power he bases his case on the evidence of france s actions in
other former french colonies especially in africa as well as the writings of such leading gaullist conspirators as bernard dorin pierre
claude mallen pierre de menthon and philippe rossillon who have boasted about their efforts to win quebec away from canada for
france bosher criticises the canadian government for its failure to respond to or even to recognise the gaullist threat the under
secretary of state for external affairs in the 1960s marcel cadieux wanted to take vigorous steps against the gaullist mafia but was
overruled by his political superiors bosher argues that even now by standing up to french aggression the government might weaken
the separatist movement in quebec or at least turn the tide of political support for it

Nationalism and Social Policy
2008-08-07

multinational federations rest on the coexistence of two or more nations within a single polity within these federations minority
nations play a significant role as their character differs from the other building blocks of the federation this edited volume offers a
comprehensive comparison of two such minority nations quebec in canada and wallonia in belgium which exemplifies many
dimensions themes and issues highly resonant to the study of federalism and regionalism across the globe quebec and wallonia have
experienced several decades of federal dynamics where both regions have had to find their way as a minority nation in a multinational
federation for those studying federalism and regionalism their importance lies in a number of characteristics but principally in the fact
of these minority nations have transformed into mini states with fully fledged legislative powers within their federation this book seeks
to study the specific dynamics within these small worlds and between them and the rest of the federation this text will be of key
interest to students and scholars of federalism nationalism and regionalism comparative politics and policies political ideas and social
movements
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The Gaullist Attack on Canada, 1967-1997
1999

this brilliant and provocative book argues the case for a more confident robust politics adapting effectively to change furedi shows
how modern politics revolves around the way we regard people

Minority Nations in Multinational Federations
2014-12-17

one of 8 vols each covering a different area of the world

Politics of Fear
2007-01-01

we are at the start of a new wave of management the recent financial crisis highlighted problems not just in the economic system but
also in the way that many companies are governed and managed now modern management has reached its end game and we
approach a new era in leadership rather than the certainties of command and control this new epoch will be based on co operation
and commitment there has been a strategic revolution instead of following the rules we now have to make them for some this
represents great risk for others it is an enormous opportunity the death of modern management is a how to guide for surviving and
thriving amidst the new uncertainties of contemporary business a joyride through new ideas memorable stories and superb writing
philip kotler jo owen gives a fascinating insight into how 21st century management now works it is helpful to have someone with his
experience intellect and vision explain the radical changes in a way that makes sense and is immediately usable juliet hope ceo startup
jo owen delivers a robust and wide ranging assault on the delusions of management strategy finance and marketing that have created
an aura of justified mistrust around the modern corporation but does so with wit lucidity and lots of enlivening illustrations the
answers for 21st century business are helpfully accessible professor nigel nicholson london business school author of managing the
human animal and family wars offers insights that help encourage different thinking director magazine

Political Risk Yearbook
1991
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through much of its existence québec s neighbors called it the priest ridden province today however québec society is staunchly
secular with a modern welfare state built on lay provision of social services a transformation rooted in the quiet revolution of the
1960s in beheading the saint geneviève zubrzycki studies that transformation through a close investigation of the annual feast of st
john the baptist of june 24 the celebrations of that national holiday she shows provided a venue for a public contesting of the dominant
ethno catholic conception of french canadian identity and via the violent rejection of catholic symbols the articulation of a new secular
québécois identity from there zubrzycki extends her analysis to the present looking at the role of québécois identity in recent debates
over immigration the place of religious symbols in the public sphere and the politics of cultural heritage issues that also offer insight
on similar debates elsewhere in the world

The Death of Modern Management
2009-12-23

capitalism may be teetering once again on the edge of a terminal crisis but there are no gravediggers in sight this time around not
only are there no gravediggers there are no longer any rival economic systems either in the western ideology andrew gamble
demonstrates the contradictions and the resilience of the doctrines that define liberal modernity and examines the contemporary
possibilities for dissent and change this volume brings together for the first time this seminal essay with a collection of andrew gamble
s writings on political ideas and ideologies which have been chosen by the author to illustrate the main themes of his writing in
intellectual history and the history of ideas themes include the character of economic liberalism and neoliberalism especially as
expressed in the work of friedrich hayek as well as critiques from both social democratic and conservative perspectives and from
critics as varied as karl marx michael oakeshott and bob dylan the collection includes a new autobiographical introduction notes on
the essays and an epilogue putting the essays into the context of today s society andrew gamble provides a unique exploration of the
debates and the ideas that have shaped our politics and western ideology a companion volume of andrew gamble s essays after brexit
and other essays focusing on political economy and british politics is also available from bristol university press

Beheading the Saint
2016-12-19

with more in depth coverage of current political controversies than any other reference guide political handbook of the world 2012 is
the most authoritative source for finding complete facts and analysis on each country s governmental and political makeup
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The Western Ideology and Other Essays
2021-04-28

featuring essays on parliament and politics ottawa and the provinces and external affairs the canadian annual review of politics and
public affairs provides a comprehensive account of the year s events

Political Handbook of the World 2012
2012-04-02

this book considers empirically and theoretically the relationship between state welfare and territorial politics from a european
perspective

Canadian Annual Review of Politics and Public Affairs
2002-01-01

featuring essays on parliament and politics ottawa and the provinces and external affairs the canadian annual review of politics and
public affairs provides a comprehensive account of the year s events

The Territorial Politics of Welfare
2008-08-28

this practical guide covers all of qubec with a special section that examines its various aboriginal communities distinct architecture
and unique linguistic expressions maps illustrations

Canadian Annual Review of Politics and Public Affairs 1995
2002-07-01

global convulsions affords the reader an array of observations data and insights pertaining to both local and global events around the
issues of race ethnicity and nationalism at the end of the twentieth century it scrutinizes closely the phenomenon of race in both
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historical and scientific contexts and calls out a range of sociohistorical forces that have engendered ethnicity and nationalism
through case studies the contributors bring into sharp focus an array of ethnic cleavages the difficulty of the struggle for national
rights where language and religion draw a hard ethnic divide and the actual corrosiveness of ethnicity and nationalism on the state
the enduring value of global convulsions lies in its global reach and the patterns that it calls out it makes plain that the state is no
salvation in relation to national chauvinism ethnic exclusivism and or racial paranoia indeed the state if not the cause is often a
consummative force perpetuating these phenomena still according to the contributors to this volume the state has much potential to
transcend the divides of race ethnicity and nationalism and so in global convulsions does one discern the possibility of us them
becoming us together

Quebec
2003-04

what do we really mean by phrases such as western canadian political culture the centrist political culture of ontario red toryism in
the maritimes or prairie socialism what historical geographical and sociological factors came into play as these cultures were forged
in this book nelson wiseman addresses many such questions offering new ways of conceiving canadian political culture the most
thorough review of the national political ethos written in a generation in search of canadian political culture offers a bottom up
regional analysis that challenges how we think and write about canada

Party Politics in Canada
1991

Politics, Canada
1970

The City and Radical Social Change
1982
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Global Convulsions
1997-01-30

In Search of Canadian Political Culture
2011-11-01
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